[Correlations between placental morphological and functional parameters and neonatal status after normal full-term, prolonged pregnancy, and truly protracted pregnancy].
To solve the problem of differentiating protracted pregnancy, a special morphometric study was undertaken to examine three placental groups: 1) after normal full-term pregnancy (n = 35); 2) after prolonged pregnancy (n = 40); 3) after truly protracted pregnancy with partial or complete Clifford's syndrome (n = 30). A semiquantitative score (14 most important placental indicators), placenta and birth weights, Apgar scores, the infant's weight and height at the end of the first year of life were used so as to estimate the mild, moderate, and severe degree at 0.5, 1.5, and 3 points, respectively. One hundred and twenty-six possible pairs of structural and functional parameters were made up in all the groups. Pearson's correlation coefficient (r > 0.4) was applied to graphically display the pairs. Normal full-term pregnancy was characterized by few positive correlations mainly between the terminal villi and weight-height indices without associations with the Apgar scale. Prolonged pregnancy with the multiple placental tissue structural parameters along with organometric indices being involved was intermediate. The total scores permitted grades 1 and 2 chronic placental insufficiency (CPI) to be diagnosed in 27.5 and 2.5%, respectively. The severest form was truly protracted pregnancy that was distinguished by the maximum positive and negative correlations between all the parameters and the highest rate of diagnosis of CPI of grades 1 (45%) and 2 (15%). The findings strongly suggest that it is essential to identify prolonged and truly protracted pregnancy as important risk factors, by following up the infants for a year.